Russian military troops occupy Japan - USSR disputed Shikotan

TOKYO (AP) - While President Carter wrestles with the question of Soviet troops in Cuba, the Russians have become involved in a similar issue on an island just off Japan.

According to a U.S. intelligence report, about 3,000 Soviet military personnel recently were moved to Shikotan - one of four small islands off Hokkaido, Japan's northernmost main island.

In addition to being thousands of miles apart the islands and the controversies surrounding them have some basic differences.

Cuba, 90 miles from U.S. shores, is an independent country where the Russians are officially welcome. Shikotan, 60 miles from Hokkaido, has been claimed by both the Soviets and Japan since the 60's. But there were some parallels in the way the two controversies unfolded, and in the reactions of the U.S. and Japanese governments.

The Soviet-Cuban issue was focused on President Carter by two U.S. senators, both Democrats facing re-election in 1980. But there were some parallels in the way the two controversies unfolded, and in the reactions of the U.S. and Japanese governments.

The Soviet-Cuban issue was focused on President Carter by two U.S. senators, both Democrats facing re-election in 1980. Shikotan has its own political overtones.

First leaked to Japanese reporters in Washington, it captured the headlines in Tokyo in the midst of Prime Minister Masayoshi Ohira's campaign to toughen his grip on Japan's parliament in a general election set for next Sunday.
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First leaked to Japanese reporters in Washington, it captured the headlines in Tokyo in the midst of Prime Minister Masayoshi Ohira's campaign to toughen his grip on Japan's parliament in a general election set for next Sunday.

Japanese commentators suggested the timing might be connected with the election, especially in view of the fact that the Soviet troops had been moved in several weeks earlier, part of a buildup over "recent months," according to the U.S. State Department.

The territorial dispute with the Russians over Shikotan and its sister islands is of particular importance to Hokkaido, where many thousand foreign inhabitants of the islands - Japanese citizens and voters - now live.

Cuba, 90 miles from U.S. shores, is an independent country where the Russians are officially welcome. Shikotan, 60 miles from Hokkaido, has been claimed by both the Soviets and Japan since the 60's. But there were some parallels in the way the two controversies unfolded, and in the reactions of the U.S. and Japanese governments.
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**News in brief**

**Mao gets mixed reviews as China enters new decade**

PEKING (AP) - China entered its fourth decade today with some words of praise for Mao Tse-tung, some criticism of him, and a national policy that owes more to his old adversary in the 1930's than to the 50th anniversary of Communist rule, 5,000 people shared a toast yesterday with Mao's successor, Communist Party Chairman Hua Guofeng (Hua Kuo-feng) in the Great Hall of the People.

The party leadership at the banquet looked, with some exceptions, like a body composed of the Maoist leaders, with politics and women purged by Mao in the turbulent years since the 1966 revolution. Recent trends, they aim to turn China into a modern nation by the year 2000.

**Balloonists continue set distance record**

TOPEKA: Kan. (AP) - A helium-filled balloon was headed back to town, its projected course yesterday as the four adventurers aboard continued their attempt to make the first coast-to-coast balloon flight. The balloon had drifted over the western portion of Kansas overnight as it gradually changed direction to the more northerly direction, toward its original course. Ahead the 100-foot high balloons are Vera Simons of McLean, Va., Fred Hyde, an eye surgeon from Prairie Village, Kan., Rudolph Enselman of Boulder, Colo., and NBC-TV cameramen Randy Burk.

The four adventurers lifted off Wednesday from Tillamook, Ore., hoping to be the first persons to fly non-stop in a balloon across North America. The crew set a long-distance flight record Friday for balloonists in the continental United States.

**Man breaches papal security as pope addresses mass**

GALWAY Ireland (AP) - A young man breached tight security Sunday around Pope John Paul II as the pontiff was addressing a Mass attended by 300,000 young people in Ireland.

The pope smiled, beckoned him forward and placed a hand on his shoulder and the incident passed without danger.

**Weather**

Partly sunny today. High in the low to mid 70's. Partly cloudy tonight and tomorrow. Low tonight in the upper 40's. High tomorrow near 70.

**Starting in October Counseling Center holds workshops**

by Michael Modor

Starting in October, the Counseling Center Staff will be conducting workshops that may improve students' chances of landing the job of their choice. The workshops consisting of four different programs designed to improve skills in assertiveness, studying, career planning and interviews, are open to all students. Results, they aim to turn China into a modern nation by the year 2000.

**Hansburg accompanies Mondale**

Farber Theodore M. Hansburg, president of the University of Notre Dame, is a member of a group of private citizens accompanying Vice President Walter Mondale to Panama for the signing of the canal treaties today.
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**Commission sells tickets to see Pope**

Saint Mary's spiritual commission announces that space is available for all interested in wanting to go to Chicago and see the Pope. Saint Mary's and Notre Dame students interested in going to Chicago must purchase their tickets tonight at 7 p.m. in the lobby of LeMans Hall at Saint Mary's. Ticket cost $16.50 for the day which takes place Friday, Oct. 5. Buses will leave at 7 a.m. and plan to return by 8 p.m.

**HUNGRY?**

Try Popeyes spicy delicious cajun menu. Delivery service available to campus from

**PEOPLES FAMOUS FRIED CHICKEN**

1636 N. Ironwood

It takes more than a degree in engineering to make you an engineer.

You're working hard for your degree in engineering. But what will you do when you get it? Where will you get the practical experience you need to make it? It's not just enough to get your degree.

More and more people like yourself are discovering that one of the best places to get on-the-job engineering experience is in the U.S. Navy. As a commissioned officer in the Civil Engineer Corps, you'll

Don't let the word "civil" mislead you. The Navy's looking for applicants with degrees in electrical, mechanical, industrial, architectural, construction, nuclear and chemical engineering, too.

The standards are high. And the opportunities are amazing. You'll have a chance to stretch your mind. And get your hands on projects you couldn't expect to touch for years in civilian life.

Think you measure up to a get-ahead job like this? Why not test it out.

See the Navy Officer representative when he visits your placement office on Oct 3 & 4

Want faster action? Call LT Dave Barthold (312) 657-2169 (collect)

Navy Civil Engineer Corps.
Fills auditorium
Carpentier lectures on 'The Inklings'

by Tom Kiogel

Noted literary critic and author Humphrey Carpentier spoke Saturday to a filled Hayes-Healy classroom. Carpentier talked about the literary group "Inklings." The group, he said, includes members one of the most highly respected and popular writers of this century, including C.S. Lewis, J.R.R. Tolkien and Charles Williams.

Carpentier, the author of Tolkien: The Authorized Biography and currently collaborating on a collection of Tolkien's letters, is well known among the "Inklings." The word mythopeian has been coined specifically for children, of books that Lewis wrote.

"If Tolkien's letters were published," Carpentier said, "it would be an opening for an audience of readers for the Inklings.""The Inklings," Carpentier said, "was the name of a literary club in London. The name was taken from the Latin root meaning 'to dream,'" he explained. "It's a quick cure for what ails you.""Tolkien's life was a dream," Carpentier said, "and the hobbits, are nothing but Tolkien's life in his own words. Tolkien's life was a dream. Tolkien and Tolkien in his lectures, and he noted that their mythological work was directly related to their love for Christianity. Tolkien was a Catholic from childhood, and his faith was reflected in his most famous work, the Lord of the Rings.

"The Lord of the Rings," Carpentier noted, "is basically a Catholic myth. Incorporated in it are various Catholic references, most noticeably in the Virgin Mary.""Lewis came about his Christianity in quite a different manner. As Lewis himself recounted in some of his autobiographical works, he went through a period in his life where he was determined to be rational, and believed that there was no rational way to prove the existence of God, therefore God did not exist.""As his views on Christianity changed to the point where he could accept Christ and His resurrection as the important points of Christianity, Christ's themes began to appear in his fictional works," Carpentier explained.

The Chronicles of Narnia, a set of books that Lewis wrote specifically for children, should not be interpreted as allegory, but rather as a story of Christ in another world," Carpentier said together with his "space trilogy," which included the novels Out of the Silent Planet, Perelandra, and That Hideous Strength. Chronically illustrated how Lewis translated Christian beliefs into his novels. Tolkien's first work, but the one which was the last to be published was The Silmarillion, his effort to develop a set of stories for the English people. "It is a collection of myths which deal with the creation of the world and the eternal battle of good versus evil," Carpentier stated.

"Tolkien's Inklings, who are the main characters in The Silmarillion stories, are nothing but Lewis without the stain of original sin and the pain of mortal sin," Carpentier said. "They are what we might have been, at least in Tolkiens' view. In contrast, Tolkien's most beloved and original characters, the hobbits, are nothing but, as he once put it, 'short story characters.'""They like the same things that Tolkien liked, and distrust the things he doesn't like," he said.""Carpentier explained that Tolkien was occasionally taken to task for creating a mythology which was at odds with Christian belief. "One gentleman wondered how he, a Catholic, could, in essence rewrite all he believed," Carpentier recalled. "Tolkien replied that the creation of myth was the ultimate tribute to the Creator, because it emphasized the diversity and ability of His Creation."
Students form nuclear disarmament committee

A growing number of Notre Dame students, faculty, and religious leaders have recently expressed their concern over some very important issues that affect us as individuals, Christians, Americans, and members of the world community. These are matters directly related to our military expenditures, nuclear policy (power and arms), and the possibilities of disarmament.

In response to these concerns, an organization is now being formed to discuss a number of urgent issues: The Student Committee for the Investigation of Military, Nuclear, and Disarmament Policy.

The primary thrust of this group will be educational. It will attempt to brighten student awareness of such issues as nuclear weapons, energy, arms, military expenditures, and the real possibilities of global disarmament. Its work will be discussion of the inter- economic conversion to a peace-time economy, the Third World, political realities in the Nuclear Age, and the role of church as a prophetic voice in the wilderness.

Since the group's orientation is educational, it really must build awareness of these issues through a variety of written materials, magazines, books, special government reports, research meetings, and occasional guest speakers. Furthermore, there will be a place on campus in the very near future where, for instance, students, religious and interested lay persons may go to find out more about disarmament, nuclear policy, and military expenditures. This is our primary goal, not rhetoric.

Because of the imposing complexity of the group's issue, we require input from a variety of sources within the ND community if it is to be successful.

Therefore, we strongly urge all interested persons to contribute in whatever capacity they are able to. Persons with arts and letters, business, engineering, law, the sciences, and the religious community are encouraged to explore this possibility more closely. If Notre Dame responds to this challenge, we may spark other Catholic (and non-Catholic) universities to heighten their students' awareness of these issues at their campuses.

In the long run, it may be our efforts that make all the difference in securing our children's future. If we fail to respond to the call, there might not be any future beyond our generation. Let us pray that we make the right choice.

Because of the group's educational thrust, the newsletter will be devoted to the substantive issues, not the personalities.

United Way decision clarified

Dear Editor:

As a voting member of the Saint Mary's Board of Governors, I would like to stress a couple of points concerning the United Way decision.

In response to these issues, the Saint Mary's student body, faculty, staff, and administrators will direct their efforts to the students' primary goal, not rhetoric.

Because of the imposing complexity of the group's issue, we require input from a variety of sources within the ND community if it is to be successful.

Therefore, we strongly urge all interested persons to contribute in whatever capacity they are able to. Persons with arts and letters, business, engineering, law, the sciences, and the religious community are encouraged to explore this possibility more closely. If Notre Dame responds to this challenge, we may spark other Catholic (and non-Catholic) universities to heighten their students' awareness of these issues at their campuses.

In the long run, it may be our efforts that make all the difference in securing our children's future. If we fail to respond to the call, there might not be any future beyond our generation. Let us pray that we make the right choice.

Editor-in-chief: Renee Leuchten
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Belgian students compare universities, lifestyles

### Fire

Nore Dame destroyed any momentum gained by this last second kick, as they drove 87 yards on their first possession of the second half. Ferguson scored the first rushing touchdown of the year for the Irish, as he burst through a tremendous hole over center and streaked into the end zone.

Ferguson's second score came on the next Irish possession, as Notre Dame faced another fourth and short, this time at the State 48-yard line. Devine elected to go for it again, and Ferguson took the pitch from Leibowitz, stepped over the line, and then cut back before stepping into the end zone.

"That play was designed just to get the first down," Ferguson said. "Coach said anything you get after that is great, whatever happens, happens." Michigan State could not make it happen all afternoon, as head coach Daryl Rodgers noted. "We thought without a doubt we'd beat Notre Dame was the best team we've played up to this time. They were exactly what we expected. It was our first physical game of the year, and we didn't hold up to it very well."

"Rockne once said that you can only play a few emotional games a season," Devine added, "but with us every game is emotional."

"We must look ahead to Georgia Tech. We know they will come in here fired up, but we'll have to play another emotional game like we did today."

### Ferguson

[continued from page 1] an alarm. It's a real danger to others," commented Garcia.

Franck Desruis, knight of the Order of Leuven, said firemen that the cause of the dump was ignited from coals and that he was not able to verify its accuracy.

"Dumping coals is dangerous. In the future we won't take any chances and the dump will be taken down," he explained.

Grand Knight Tom Leibowitz cited the idea of having the dump built so close to the residence halls, and said it took over for Monte Clark, who had to stay in the hospital earlier in the week with back problems, to come on to kick a 53-yard field goal, the longest ever against the Irish...

[continued from page 8] ped back to pass and avoided a linebacker blitz long enough to throw a perfect strike to Tony Hunter for a touchdown.

State came right back with a drive of their own on the next series, ignited by a 35-yard kickoff return by Derek Hughes. Two long runs by Hughes and Steve Smith brought State to the Irish 3-yard line. After free safety Tom gibbons stepped in front of Arizona's Charlie Howard at the goal line and returned it past Brett Vaughan was tackled for a loss, and was taken to the hospital for back x-rays, which later proved negative.

Gibbons' interception started another Irish drive which came up short, as Ferguson's dive on fourth down sailed to get into the end zone.

The defense held the Spartans inside the five, and a 36-yard screen pass to fullback Ty Barber after the MSU punt set up a 49-yard field goal by Chuck Male, the longest of his career. Bernie Adell, who gained 73 yards on 10 carries in relief of Ferguson, set up another Male three-pointer with a 24-yard run.

The 39-yard boot was Male's eighth consecutive field goal this season, within reach of Dave Teve's record of 12 for a season.

The Spartans launched their only scoring drive late in the first half, as Bryan Clark, the son of Detroit Lions' coach Monte Clark, took over for Vaughan at quarterback. Morgan Anderson, who was in the hospital earlier in the week with back problems, came on to kick a 53-yard field goal, the longest ever against the Irish...

[continued from page 8] students... (continued from page 1)

... and Social Guest

Faith Band
FRIDAY OCTOBER 19th 8 pm
Notre Dame ACC
Tickets $8.50 and $7.50
On sale now at ACC Box Office and student ID ticket office.

BEFORE YOU PICK UP YOUR DEGREE, PICK YOUR INTERVIEW.
Contact your placement office for interview dates.

HUGHES

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

[Continued from page 8]


**Classifieds**

**Notices**


FMP Productions announces the booth for the first time ever and invites you to join us for our special show on Saturday, Jim at 277-4617.

Liberal Protestant Church wants to invite you to their 50th anniversary celebration. They will worship at 10:30. First Christian Church of West 40th and Jefferson 1 mile south of ND campus. Rides available: call 277-4452 at any time for a free ride.

**Volunteers Needed**


2. Tutor needed for high school math, 1 night a week.

3. 2 people to lead grade schoolers in Recreation Program Monday-Sat, West'md. area. Call 277-4675.

4. Tutor needed for guitar music and other music classes. Sat. 800, Sun 10-10. (Very easy.)

5. Tutor Cambodian in English. Contact Jim Steedle at 277-4675.

**Eden Coupon: End in dissections, essays, term papers. Selective type-writer.

**NO/OMC Off Campus Students. Anyone interested in helping with the organization of the Greek Row, call 277-4675.**

**Volunteers Needed at Canco Parent/Child Center**

1. Callers needed daily, 8 a.m. to 3 p.m., one day a week.

2. Babysitting 1-3 days a week.

3. Volunteer Baby Playpen, 6-7 a.m. to 2 p.m. 2 days a week.

**Lost & Found**

FOUND: '81 class ring in music shop. Wed., night class Jun 19th.

FOUND: Black cat polish, owner had a name please call, asked. Call at 3122.

**Loved and Lost**

Found: One Centennial Pendant on leather bracelet. Design on ivory is of a red and white knot with a small sentimental value. Call Peter. 322-5612.

**For Sale**

For Sale: 2 USC GA's, best offer Rob 8886.

Fly home for New York to Brookly! Students from NY, NJ, and CT only. Location: 2 miles away from S. Bend to Lasara for only $45. Call 277-4617.

3 limited-priced horse back coaches 26 each 277-3345.

**For Rent**

For rent: furnished rooms needed at ND, $450 per month, 3 other girls. Call 237-7230.

For rent: Female roommate wanted to share cost of living. Will help with expenses. Call 977-6353.

**Wanted**

Need ride to Pittsburgh weekend of roide, October 6th. Will be happy to share expenses. Please call 234-8099.

Need a ride to Denver, CO over October break. Will be sharing expenses. If you have a ride that I could possibly join, please call me at 770-5555.

I need help-I'm in desperate need of a ride to either Harvard, MA or Laurel, MD for October break. If you are going that way please drop me off. Call 277-4679.

Roommate needed for bedroom 307, South Dakota State. Call 277-4679.

Need a ride to Denver, CO over October break. Will be sharing expenses. If you have a ride that I could possibly join, please call me at 770-5555.

Need a ride to Denver, CO over October break. Will be sharing expenses. If you have a ride that I could possibly join, please call me at 770-5555.

Need a ride to Denver, CO over October break. Will be sharing expenses. If you have a ride that I could possibly join, please call me at 770-5555.

**Tickets**

Desperately need a Georgia Tech ticket for my parents. Call John 1777. HELP!


Need 1 GA ticket for US. Call Mark 237-7230.

3 tickets to any game before November, $100 each. Call 234-3335.


SEX AND DRUGS: Best offer to get your attention. Need 24 GA tickets or $30 each. Call John 1777.


Wanted to see Georgia Tech at $50 each. Call 277-4679.

**Personals**

**Hey Jinx...Oh Nothing**
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Sports

Ian looks and skill, defensive tackle Scott Zetetic noted. "We had a different attitude today, because we had to make up for the Purdue loss. We worked on consistency all week because against Purdue we had good plays and bad plays.

The Irish had very few plays on Saturday, as they dominated the lines of scrimmage for most of the game, but they couldn't capitalize on their big scoring chance. A 57-yard field goal try by 73-pounder gave Notre Dame the ball on the 50-yard line, and three running plays lost them within inches of the goal line. Devine, clearly, to go on fourth down, but stopped short on that.

Lisch, who missed the Purdue game because of an ankle sprain, finally put Notre Dame on the board on the fourth quarter. With the ball on the 10-yard line, Lisch dropped back to pass. He was intercepted by Tim Walters, who returned the ball 32 yards to the 11.

The radio announcer probably said all these things during Saturday's thrilling game. Underestimating Dave Durson, saw limited action near the end of the Purdue loss last week, making two unassisted tackles in as many days, Saturday the Muncie, Ind., native made four solo tackles and added two more assists.

But his biggest contribution was on special teams where he returned three punts for 50 yards including a nifty 28-yarder which set up Notre Dame's first touchdown. When you start worrying, "I'm ready whenever they need me," said the happy freshman.

Two-year Irish career. The sophomores, Duerson saw limited action in the Purdue loss last week, making two unassisted tackles in as many days. The sophomore from our nation's capital took a Rusty Lisch screen pass and scampered 36 yards to set up Notre Dame's first touchdown.

Of course, when Waymer's sore knee is healthy again, possibly this week, he will return to the starting lineup. But it is a big asset for any team to know that that kind of depth is here when it is needed. I'm really glad I could make a contribution," said the happy freshman.

"Notre Dame gave us all we could handle thinking about the officials, you stop thinking about playing soccer," said the happy freshman. "But Dave (Waymer) comes back, the job is his. I'm ready whenever they need me.
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